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Introduction
Florence Trouche, 
Business Director Facebook France



Media Best Practices for 
Brand Objectives
Taylor Clarke,
Global Client Partner on Nestlé



We begin with your business objectives:

VS.

Metrics to simply “Watch” 
(engagement metrics, view 
metrics, etc)

“Drive” Metrics:

• Reach
• Brand uplift
• Sales uplift



Source: Placeholder text.
Source: Nestlé-Facebook Global Research Meta-analysis 2013

Nestlé-Facebook research reinforces that maximizing Reach is the 
most effective approach for growing brands
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Sales lift

£86,417 

£815,002 

Bottom half 
reaching 

campaigns

Top half reaching 
campaigns

Return on ad spend 
from the campaign

9.4X1.03X

Data analysed: 37 Facebook and Placement Optimisation campaigns from May 2015 to December 2016

UK Dunnhumby FB
Meta-AnalysisEMEA-Facebook research reinforces that maximizing Reach is the most effective 

approach for growing brands



How to maximize Reach

Prioritize Utilize 
Facebook to 
complement

marketing mix

Target 
audiences 

that SCALE

Utilize 
Reach and 
Frequency 

Tool

Leverage 
Placement 
Optimization

1 2 3 4 5

Support fewer, 
bigger, better 
activations to 
improve reach 
+ effectiveness

Extend TV reach 
for key initiatives 
OR use Facebook 
as primary reach 
driver when you 
are priced out of 
TV

Target all category 
buyers and 
category buyers. 
Microtargets lead 
to micro-
outcomes

Utilize Facebook 
solutions that 
enabled you to 
predictably plan for 
reach and frequency 
sufficiency

Pool Facebook and 
Instagram inventory 
into the same buy to 
maximize unique reach 
across the world’s 
largest mobile 
channels



Need of Speed.
Capture attention in a mobile world
Marie-Claude Garneau,
Creative Strategist



ARE YOU BUILDING FOR 
PEOPLE?



OUR BRAINS ARE FAST
AND GETTING FASTER



THE ETERNITY OF 1 SECOND
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AWWW



PEOPLE THUMB THROUGH 300 FEET 
OF CONTENT EVERY DAY ON FEED  



THAT'S RIGHT.
PEOPLE THUMB 

THROUGH 
ONE STATUE
OF LIBERTY 
EVERY DAY
ON FEED.

Source: Facebook internal data.



WE EVOLVE FEED 
TO CATCH UP WITH PEOPLE



WHO'S EVOLVING?





This Carpool Karaoke with Bruno Mars is absolute magic.

The Late Late Show with James Corden

1 hr vs. 14 min

1.28M vs. 107.6M Views



Nutritious Pancakes 4 Ways #TastyJunior
FULL RECIPE: http://bzfd.it/2hA0s9J

Tasty

45 min vs. 45 sec

Daytime Cooking 1.2M,
Tasty Video 11M



iPhone 7 / 7 Plus summarized by Apple in 107 seconds.
Is this the best ad of iPhone yet? Let us know.

Apple

Mobile Native content 6 sec

450,000 Views,
800K comments



ARE WE THINKING ENOUGH 
ABOUT MOBILE?



Lean backLean forwardOn-the-go

I M M E D I A T E
70%

I M M E R S I V E
10%

I N T E R A C T I V E
20%



ARE WE THINKING ENOUGH ABOUT 
SHORT FORM MOBILE VIDEO?



HOW MUCH TIME DO I  GET?



CONSUMER CHOICE 
IS  DECOUPLING 

REACH & 
ATTENTION



COPYWRITING

ART DIRECTION

CINEMATOGRAPHY

MOTION DESIGN

TRADITIONAL

NEW STORY ARCS

FRAMING 

COMPRESSION

LOOPING

AND NEW CRAFT



LAY'S  STAX
Art direction
Motion design

8 sec

CS + ELMOTIONLAB



HEINZ
Motion design & framing

Heinz

100% natural ingredients. 

AFRICA

10 sec



Lysol

No one protects like a mother.

LYSOL
Compression

MCCANN

3 sec



GOOGLE
Compression

3 sec



Luvs

All moms are experts by their second kid and are more likely to 
choose LUVS. 

Idea Reimagined

LUVS

6 sec



IT 'S  NOT A FORMULA



IT 'S  A NEW ART FORM



Lean backLean forwardOn-the-go

I M M E D I A T E
70%

I M M E R S I V E
10%

I N T E R A C T I V E
20%



BRINGING IT  ALL TOGETHER





Celebrating every woman this 
day.#IWD 

State Street Global Advisors

INTERACTIVE IMMERSIVEIMMEDIATE

McCann
FEARLESS GIRL



1) The audience controls the media buy

2) Media reach is dependent on attention which is dependent on creative.

3) Master your short game.

4) Create a content ecosystem. But don't NOT do the short assets.

SUMMARY



Cannes Nestlé 
Facebook creative Awards
Taylor Clarke,
Global Client Partner on Nestlé





CREATIVE MERIT



DIALLING MAGGI MOMENTSTHE POWER OF PIZZAtMUSE

GERMANYFRANCE AUSTRIA BELGIUM SWITZERLAND

CREATIVE MERIT



SOLUTIONCHALLENGE
Position SPECIAL.T as the best brand for tea ritual 
across five European priority markets (France, 
Germany, Austria, Belgium, Switzerland) in Q4 
2016.

SPECIAL.T used TV to build brand awareness and 
uniquely leveraged Facebook to impact the entire 
purchase funnel.

SPECIAL.T drove prospective consumers down the 
purchase funnel with media and creative working 
hand-in-hand:

· Served a broad base of consumers a Video asset 
adapted from the TVC.

· Retargeted consumers with immersive ad formats, 
such as 360 Video.

·Maintained consistent frequency over 12 weeks to 
eventually drive online conversion via Carousel Link 
Ads





RESULTS
+9.3pt lift in ad recall* 

+5pt lift in brand affinity*

Cost per acquisition CHF 81 (goal CHF 125)



BRONZE WINNER



tWAGNER BIG PIZZA 

GERMANY

BRONZE WINNER



SOLUTIONCHALLENGE
In order to achieve market leadership in Germany 
we have to grow faster than Dr. Oetker. BIG pizza 
has to drive our ambition by making more 
Millennials consider Wagner BIG Pizza as a 
favorable warm meal solution. In addition to this, 
BIG pizza has to communicate its product benefits 
stronger than ever with a negative trend in 
penetration at a all-time high due to a strategic 
price increase.

To generate maximum consideration we targeted 
people leveraging targeting options with 3rd party 
provider Acxiom. We started with feed optimized 
Facebook Videos and Instagram Stories, followed by 
appetite appeal footage which made the most of the 
topping combinations and special dough base. 
Finally Boomerangs and 3D-effects were used to 
show the packaging to drive trials. In addition to 
this, to prove ROI we partnered with local retailers 
and measured sales lifts comparing zipcode based 
experimental and holdout area scanner data..





RESULTS
Ad-Recall: +15% uplift (for FB/ IG) 

Ad-Recall: +15% uplift (for IG stories) 

Sales Uplift: +4.9% (Nestlé internal 
benchmark TV 3% - 5%) 9m unique reach
(>53% of German 18-35 total population)



SILVER WINNER



DON’T HAVE A BREAK,
HAVE A KIT KAT

AUSTRALIA

SILVER WINNER



SOLUTIONCHALLENGE
Build awareness that the new KITKAT Duo range 
is out in two delicious flavours - Tiramisu and 
Raspberry Cheesecake. KITKAT Duo is a totally 
new way to enjoy KITKAT with alternating fingers 
of two flavours that taste great alone, but give you a 
whole new flavour experience when eaten together. 
E.g. ESPRESSO + MASCARPONE = TIRAMISU.

Facebook statistics show that many couples break up 
in the lead up to Valentine’s Day so KITKAT is 
going to take a stand and champion LOVE with the 
new KITKAT Duo range. Leveraging this Facebook 
insight and the Valentine’s Day occasion, KITKAT 
created a series of videos to introduce the new range 
of KITKAT Duo – the KITKAT you eat together to 
stay together. #DuoForLove





RESULTS
+9pt uplift in Brand Love 

+4pt increase in Affinity 

+27pts Ad Recall 

+19pts Brand Awareness 

+1pt Purchase Intent
Helped Increase market share from 4.9% to 6.2% 



GOLD WINNER



THE POWER OF PIZZA

USA

GOLD WINNER



SOLUTIONCHALLENGE
Through research we know that consumers use 
delivery pizza more often than frozen pizza for their 
planned occasions. To grow, DiGiorno wanted to 
steal occasions from delivery, but needed to find a 
unique, breakthrough way to showcase why straight 
from the oven is better and establish DiGiorno as 
the pizza for Plan A occasions (vs. Plan B, safety 
pizza).

Using facial recognition technology, DiGiorno 
conducted a social experiment to show (with science) 
that enjoyment of pizza is greatest when straight 
from the oven. Facebook/Instagram were used to 
tease the experiment and amplify our findings 
through both proven efficient vehicles and 
innovative new products like Instagram Stories. 
Across each channel, DiGiorno shared engaging 
videos using experiment footage to reinforce that the 
real power of pizza is all in the oven.





RESULTS
+8pts Ad Recall

+6pts Purchase Intent

Message Association - Flat



GRAND PRIX



tROWNTREES SMILE FACTORY

UK

GRAND PRIX



SOLUTIONCHALLENGE
Summer typically triggers confectionary consumers 
to switch from chocolate to sweets. However 
declining temperatures in the UK meant that 
Rowntrees must work harder to draw people into the 
chewy sweet category. To remain salient over the 
peak summer period, Rowntree’s wanted to drive 
awareness amongst people looking to re-connect 
with their fun side; showcasing their portfolio and 
influencing 'impulse purchasers.

Rowntree’s UK created an interactive Canvas ad, 
inviting the audience inside the Rowntree’s ‘Smile 
Factory’. A combination of 360 video and carousels 
allowed people to explore the secrets behind the 
pastels’ legendary chewiness. Zenith used a 
combination of clever targeting to broadly reach 
consumers, retargeting audiences with video 
carousel ads to showcase a spectrum of the products. 
Most importantly we tracked real business outcomes 
- shifting brand metrics and sales.





RESULTS

+37pts Ad recall 

+11pts Top of Mind Awareness 

+15pts Campaign Awareness

2.8% Sales Uplift



How to get there:

1. Deprioritize optimization of creative for “always on” content calendars. 

2. Instead, prioritize 2-3 “must win” initiatives for the year on Facebook.
1. These initiatives could be major TV campaigns where you’d like to extend reach and frequency to Facebook.
2. OR These initiatives could be priority campaigns where you don’t have media sufficiency for TV, and Facebook needs to be the primary reach 

driver.

3. Brief for mobile optimized creative for News Feed for the “big bet” campaigns:
1. Prioritize video.
2. Ensure branding upfront.
3. Ensure video works with sound-off.
4. Ensure video is sized for mobile (1:1 or 2:3).
5. Ask for key message to be delivered as early as possible.

4. Do not brief for more assets than anticipated media frequency (check with media agency what likely campaign frequency will be) - focus 
on fewer/bigger/better executions.

1. For example, if campaign frequency will be 4x, there is no need for more than 4 assets.

5. Over-communicate with Facebook BEFORE production – ensure that you have all the right creative considerations in mind before it’s too 
late.

1. For example, shooting the video in 1:1 or 2:3 aspect ratio. 

6. After production, continue sharing work-in-progress creative between teams (brand + creative + FB) early + often. Do not wait until a week 
or two before the campaign launches to share finished work with Facebook: it will be too late to offer meaningful feedback that can be implemented.



Q&A





Merci
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